
CONGRESSMAN MILLER’S DRAMA
By:  Lon Woodbury  

Congressman Miller treated us to a legislative drama on October
10, 2007.  Make no mistake about it; his hearings were a first

class, top quality, orchestrated high drama that was executed
perfectly.  All parties played their parts as he intended, making
the emotional  impact compelling enough to brush aside logic,
reason, rationality, fairness and inconsistent facts.  This is to
not belittle the tragedy of the three parents who testified; those
are real tragedies and all facts regarding those specific

circumstances should be fully exposed.  This is just to point out
that their specific stories were useful to Congressman Miller’s

ambitions.

For an overview of the status of American youth, it is obvious many American
teens are in trouble.  The increasing incidents of attempted suicides, addictions,
drug overdoses and poor preparation for adulthood, although still only a minority,
are appalling.  In response, vast resources are being put into residential attempts
to help these teens, with mixed results and some tragedies, which I try to document
in the Breaking News section of my website.  I have talked with hundreds of
therapists, attorneys, judges and parents who, for their children, are fleeing the all
too frequent inhumane treatment found in public run and public-private
residential facilities under the juvenile justice system, and state mental health
residential facilities (For the most appalling example visit the Florida Boot Camp
Index on my website, a public boot camp facility with both federal and state money,
regulation and oversight, which was not seriously talked about in the
Congressman Miller Hearings).  The parents and professionals I have talked with
often seem like refugees from public programs, people who are looking for quality
private facilities and want to avoid the poor quality private programs.  Any
professional and experienced Educational Consultant will know about the poor
programs, can steer the parent toward the ones with good reputations for effective
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and safe work and would love to see the poor private
programs shut down.  

With this national concern and activity as a
backdrop, have you ever wondered why some
legislation becomes law while other legislation
languishes?  Ignore your old high school civics
lessons; they don’t have much to do with it.  In
reality, the process most often used has been fine
tuned over the decades, which consists of a few
simple steps.  When carried out successfully, not only
does the legislation become law but the author of the
legislation becomes famous.  Bridges, schools and
buildings are often subsequently named after him or
her, and he/she is praised as a distinguished leader,
all because he/she managed to get landmark
legislation passed.  The basis of all this opportunity
for congressional fame and fortune is that we the
voters want a problem fixed.  That’s what we elect
him/her to do.  Congressman Miller was obviously
following these basic steps in his bid for
Congressional fame by starting a process to solve a
carefully crafted definition of a problem.

THE CONGRESSIONAL STEPS 
TO FAME AND FORTUNE

Step One:
Find a problem to fix! Find some tragedy,
unjustness, abuse or similar thing that the average
person would say, “That’s not right!”  This isn’t hard.
In an imperfect world where accidents and
unforeseen events are around every corner, in a
diverse country of a third of a billion people and
having the benefit of 20/20 hindsight, opportunities
are all around you.  

Step Two:
Find a constituency. In this vast country, everybody
is upset about something, and some of them can be
enlisted in the good fight to conquer some perceived ill
of the world through your legislation.  Work with them
and convince them you are on their side.  If you are
clever, you can even convince bitter enemies to join
with each other to support you in solving this
overriding concern you are refining.

Step Three:
Define/ Identify: Define the issue and identify a
culprit (target of the planned legislation).  Don’t let
conflicting facts confuse the issue.  Your definition
should be clear and simple, suitable for a sound bite
on the news.  If simple enough to fit on a bumper
sticker, that is even better.  The chosen culprit must
be vulnerable to being painted very darkly (facts and
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DRAMA: Continued from page 1
fairness have little to do with it, popular emotional
perspectives are key – demonization is all-too-
frequently the politics of choice in current American
politics).  Blur boundaries so that entirely different
and competing approaches and philosophies that
work with what is perceived as the same population
can be lumped together.  This gives you additional
sources of ammunition and the tragedies of the non-
targeted group can be used to confront the targeted
group.  That will put the defenders of the targeted
group off balance.  This also makes more effective the
use of “Have you stopped beating your wife?” type
questions, which are impossible to answer in the
short sound bites favored by the media.  So long as
you can continue to define the issue and prevent
defenders from establishing their definition, you will
maintain the initiative.

Step Four:
Reassure: In preparing for the initial hearings,
reassure the defenders of the targeted group that you
want to be fair. Reassure them that they will have a
chance to present their case, and that you just want
to get to the bottom of these problems. Reassure them
you want to work with them to eliminate the abuses
they and all responsible people want to prevent.  Be
sure you keep your targeted group’s focus narrow
enough that associated groups working with the
same or similar population feel unthreatened and so
avoid defending the targeted group.

Step Five:
Alert the Media: Let the media know that there
will be enough sensationalism and drama to satisfy
them for days.  Since the media nowadays is more
inclined to parrot official offerings than to dig behind
the story, especially of sensational drama, they will
be there in full force. At this point all will be in
readiness for the first preliminary public hearings. 

Step Six:
Public Hearings: These hearings are ostensibly a
preliminary report on research to determine if the
problem is serious enough to warrant further
research, future hearings and possible legislation.  In
actuality, this is drama, and you will know exactly
what will be presented, the appearance and impact it
will have, and already have in mind follow-up actions
to further the cause and produce more headlines. 

Selection of the testimony to be given is vital.  This
stage is purely emotion driven.  Logic, reason or
rationality has little or nothing to do with it.  The
deeper and more sensational the tragedy, the more
effective and useful it is and the more impact on the

Continued: DRAMA/ pg 4
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public, resulting in expanding your constituency and
chances of passing legislation.  The most powerful
image is of a parent grieving their lost child.  Nothing
he or she says can be challenged.  Better yet is when
some of the testimony also is directed against a
program respected by the defenders, undermining
the defender’s sincerity and credibility.

Ambush is the term for the most effective approach.
In the House, the minority party is usually kept out
of the loop so they can be caught off guard and be
unable to challenge the tone of the hearings.  It is
hoped the defenders of the targeted group will also be
caught off guard and will appear to be confused,
defensive and ineffective.

Step Seven:
Follow-up: Acting like this is the first time you have
heard these outrages, you can use the tragedies
presented as a foundation in expressing righteous
indignation and call for further research to get to the
bottom of the cause of these tragedies, push any
action that might currently be within the power of
the federal government and work to expand your
constituency among people who are outraged by the
emotion-driven revelations they have just heard.

Stay tuned as Congressman Miller’s drama unfolds.

Since there is never a second chance to make a good
first impression, the tone of the just completed
hearings will strongly influence subsequent
happenings.  Will there be more focus on public
program tragedies in the next round?  Will definitions
become more accurate?  Will representatives of
private programs be given a full and adequate chance
to present their case?  Will satisfied parents or
alumni be called on to give balance for accuracy?
Don’t count on it.

The irony is few make the connection that in the
October 10th hearings, they have just watched a
polished politician in action providing a carefully
orchestrated drama—a drama in this case that is
intended to bring wholly private programs under the
federal government influence just as juvenile justice
and state mental health facilities already are.  The
possibility exists that this Federal legislation, if
passed, would very well force private programs to start
looking and acting more like their public counterparts.
If this happens, parents will be the losers (and by
extension their children) in having fewer choices, all in
the name of protecting “the children.”

DRAMA: Continued from page 3

Truth can be a dangerous thing. It

is quite patient and relentless.
~ R. Scott Richards
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DO I TAKE MY CHILD OR
DO I HIRE STRANGERS?

By Chuck Selent

In the fall of 2005 I wrote an essay as vice president/
director of operations for an adolescent transport
company, regarding law enforcement training and
whether or not it is beneficial in adolescent transport
services.  (“Is a Law Enforcement Background a
Valuable Asset Adolescent Transports?” from
November 2005.)  My business partner and I have
worked with numerous successful adolescent runaway
interventions and recoveries over the years, and I
recently incorporated my adolescent transport services
with the private investigations agency I currently
work with.  We have found that the information in my
first essay has more significance now than ever. This
includes both adolescent transports and runaway
interventions and recovery.  I feel that bringing
attention to this topic once again is timely.  

Having worked with “at- risk” adolescents for twenty
five years in various capacities, there are a couple
things that are evident. First, it is clear what works
and what does not in transporting a young person to
a program. Second, certain patterns develop when
working with young people over time.  Some of these

are patterns young people tend to follow when they
are faced with going to a “program,” whether they go
with parents or with trained competent transport
professionals.  Bear in mind, these are generalized
patterns. Every child is different and there are
always exceptions, but in my observations these
patterns exist none the less.

With the many schools and programs I have worked
with, the one thing I have heard over and over is that
the kids we brought, or those brought by other
competent professionals, integrate into program
quicker. In general these children are better
prepared to deal with the changes and challenges
they will face coming into a program than if their
parents brought them under less than ideal
circumstances. 

Many parents or guardians faced with transporting
their child to a program tend to think that if they
have to resort to “strangers” to escort their child, they
have either somehow failed or they feel the
experience will negatively influence their child and
their relationship with that child.  It’s hard enough to
face the fact that a child has to go to a program.
Some feel that no matter how difficult the task, their

Continued: STRANGERS/ pg 6
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child will be better off if they do what it takes to get
them there themselves, rather than sending them
away with “strangers.” What these parents don’t
realize is that many times these “feelings” are more of
a way to help them rationalize and make an already
difficult decision a little easier for them. This is very
normal and understandable.  As a parent, there is
nothing harder than having to make the difficult
decision of “letting go” and having to trust others
with their child. Having to include “strangers” in this
decision is even more difficult.  As a parent it is in our
nature to nurture, to be the ones that make things
right and work for our children.  Having to send a
child to program is hard enough for most parents, but
also having to resort to trusting someone else to take
them there is even harder. 

Let me explain a little more about the patterns that I
have observed in transporting adolescents. When
parents decide to take their child to a program, it is
usually a less than ideal situation. The child typically
doesn’t know where he/she is going and if he/she does,
typically does not agree to it. Usually there is some
form of “deception or lie” in getting the child to go at
all. In most cases, this deception has to continue until
that child arrives at the program.  The child has no
time to adjust or accept the fact that he/she is there
to stay. Parents leave shortly after arrival, and the

child is left at the programs doorstep so to speak. The
feeling of having been betrayed is much greater with
no time to adjust before getting to the program.  Is it
any wonder the child has a difficult time adjusting
and integrating into program quickly?

Here is another scenario of parents taking their child
to program.  The parents are up front and tell the
child the truth that he/she is going to a program. Now
they have to face the “tug of war” or “roller coaster
ride” all the way to the program.  A child in this
scenario often believes there is a chance to change
his/her parents’ minds, or at least work them over by
trying to make them feel as guilty as possible. This
creates tension for both the parents and child because
the child has not fully accepted the fact that he/she is
going to have to go to and stay in the program. It
becomes a real “energy drain” at best, and often the
child does not realize he/she is even fighting
acceptance. This “fight” can be physical and/or
emotional. In this scenario, the child has an even
harder time integrating into the program. 

In both of the above scenarios, the parents typically
stress more, often wondering if they can even pull it all
off. The thought of having to possibly abort the plan
somewhere before or during transport because the
child refuses or runs away, sometimes becomes reality.

STRANGERS: Continued from page 5
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In either scenario, the child and parents have a harder
time with the transport and the child then has a
harder time integrating into program smoothly. 

When agents from a competent transport company
escort a child to his/her program, the transport is less
traumatic during actual transport. Here is a
different scenario. Agents arrive at the time of
intervention and parents’ roles are to lend credibility
to why the agents are there, say goodbye and then
leave the room. The least stressful tactic is to stay
out of sight until the child is in the car.  The “pickup”
is usually the most stressful time and the child might
take that opportunity to get their last cutting word or
verbal jab in to the parents. When the child is with
the agents, the dynamics are much different than if
they would be with parents present. The negative
parent/ child interactions are not there. Agents
generally take control quickly and begin preparing
the child for where they are going.  The child accepts
much quicker that he/she is going and knows that
that there is not going to be a last minute way out.
The child typically integrates into the program much
smoother and quicker.

Another reason why a professional, competent
transport agent is a good way to go is the dynamics
between child and parent are usually much different

than those between child and someone outside the
family. I have often heard parents say they are
struggling with their child within the family, but
non-related people think the child is just great.
Interestingly the child rarely if ever “acts out” with
others or with “authority figures.” This is not
unusual.  Rather than battling the constant “roller
coaster ride” or “tug of war” a parent might face
during transport, agents rarely see that type of
scenario, and if they do it generally is short lived.

As transport agents, we are actually the child’s first
interaction with “being in a program” and healthy
redirection and choices.  This translates into a
smoother transition when the child arrives at a
program.  We become part of the therapeutic process
versus just a service that transports a child from
point A to point B.  As transport agents, we are all an
integral part of the picture and not just a detached
part of the process.  A competent transport agent
should never resort to lies and deception in getting a
child to program. Lies and deception have to be
undone and are not conducive to smooth transitions.
However, telling all the truth at once isn’t the right
thing to do either. Honesty in the right amount at the
right time goes a long way in getting a child ready for

Continued: STRANGERS/ pg 8
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the program to which he/she is going to. It is not
beneficial to the child and/or the program to add
more to a child during transport, which then has to
be undone at the program.  The goal is to get a child
to the program in the best emotional condition
possible and not just to get them there.  

It is my hope this essay helps shed some light on this
often very difficult decision and some of the dynamics
involved.

About the Author: Chuck Selent is Co-Owner of
Advantage ISS, Inc., an agency for adolescent
intervention and transport. Chuck is a 17 year
veteran Level One Reserve Sheriff’s Deputy &
Police Officer, and has over two decades of
experience working in diversified environments
with “at- risk” adolescents. For more
information, visit www.advantageiss.com, email
Advantageiss2@aol.com, or call 208-267-5807.

LICENSING AND OTHER
MATTERS OF IMPORTANCE:

PART II: DON’T FEEL SORRY 
FOR MONTANA PROGRAMS.

By Larry Stednitz

Last month I wrote about the licensing issues in the
state of Montana.  This essay cuts to the very heart
of the licensing issue.  

I believe that all programs and schools need some
form of licensing.  Licensing in and of itself will not
solve problems in programs, but standards are an
organized way to continually improve a program’s
consistency of its own approaches.  I also think that
other important areas of concern should be addressed
like, insurance, back ground checks, emergency
procedures, etc.  I also believe that all programs
should develop some cost effective ways to complete
outcome studies.  

The state should impose certain standards like
responsible levels of training, emergency procedures,
back ground checks and the like.  Beyond a number
of these basic standards, the state should be provided

STRANGERS: Continued from page 7
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by the programs many other areas of importance,
namely clear enrollment requirements, models of
care, appropriate levels of supervision, flexibility to
continually improve the individual programs,
outcome studies, and others.  These suggestions
should be determined in a collaborative manner with
small and large programs alike.  

Lately, there have been attacks upon the Parent
Choice Schools and Programs.  During the Woodbury
“get together”, the main topics were unethical
methods of recruiting students over the Internet and
issues of licensing.  The picture painted is actually
quite critical and frightening.  If I didn’t know better,
I would question my own life’s work!  There are some
problems in this field, but I seldom see them except
for Internet activity I come across.  I certainly think
there are good programs and bad programs.
Consultants let their “feet do the walking” and
simply do not refer to the ones who do not live up to
high standards.  Montana is in the center stage of
“cleaning up” the bad apples in their state and this
effort is being closely watched nationwide.  I wonder
if the state of Montana’s government agencies, the
general Montana public, or for that matter, people all
across the country realize what Montana programs
have contributed to this important work.     

As a consultant, I have lived and traveled extensively
within the state of Montana as well as traveled to all
other states.  A simple visit to any number of
programs in Montana would greatly open the eyes of
any skeptic.  

I first met Mary Alexine and Kenny Panell about ten
years ago when I organized a conference in Montana,
called “Beyond the Walls”.  Mary and Kenny had just
started their program called Chrysalis located in
Eureka, MT.  Both were known as quality people who
were accomplished in traditional, experiential and
adventure therapies.  I invited them to discuss their
approaches to the attendees.  I am fortunate to have
two girls at Chrysalis now and the only complaint
that I have ever heard about the program is that
there is never any room!  Chrysalis is known and
respected all over the United States as one of the top
small programs for girls within the United States
and beyond.  

Montana Academy was developed 10 years ago as
well.  Located outside of Kalispell, this program is
owned and operated by some of the top clinicians in
the state of Montana.  The breadth and depth of the
clinical and educational work at Montana Academy is
impressive.  Montana Academy is known across the

Continued: LICENSING/ pg 10



country as one of the finest residential therapeutic
schools in the United States.  It is also difficult to get
a child into Montana Academy.  I have three families
who are fortunate to have their son’s enrolled in
Montana Academy.

Monarch School, an emotional growth school with
strong academics and an emphasis upon the arts,
was founded in 2000, and quickly became the
“darling” of the emotional growth schools across the
country.  They defined their student body early on,
and work with bright and creative students who have
not reached their potential.  As all good schools,
Monarch has stuck to its mission and families they
have chosen to work with.  As with the previous two
programs, parents across the country work hard to
get their child into Monarch.  

Summit Preparatory, outside of Kalispell, also caters
to intellectually average to above average boys and
girls who are not reaching their potential.  When I
first visited Summit, I saw what I thought would
represent the future of these types of programs.  The
physical plant and land was developed at a cost of
seven million dollars and the result is a state of the
art residential program for trouble kids.  Summit is a
not-for profit organization that makes every effort to
provide a wide variety of treatments as well as
extensive involvement in the Kalispell community. 

Montana’s Wilderness Treatment Center has been a
national player in the treatment of substance abusers
for many years.  John Brekke, a national figure in
wilderness programming, was the founder of WTC.
One of the first wilderness programs in the country,
WTC remains a respected and a nationally well
known program.  

Explorations has been the quintessential mom and
pop program located in Trout Creek. Lorne Riddell
and Penny James have been operating their
expeditions and home base program for the past 17
years.  Widely respected, Lorne and Penny are
commonly referred to as “wonderful” people.  Their
very small program is intimate and they refer to
themselves as being a “family style living” program.
They also employ various experiential and adventure
therapy approaches.

Three Rivers Montana is only three years old, but has
quickly risen to a highly respected position in the
country.  An outdoor behavioral health program,
Three Rivers leadership has extensive wilderness
treatment experience.  For seven years, they were in
leadership roles in a state funded program called
Alternative Youth Adventures.  While in that
capacity, the Three Rivers Montana management
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staff successfully navigated complex wilderness
regulations and group home standards in Montana.
AYA was one the first programs to complete
extensive outcome studies and did so for seven full
years.  

My last example of a unique program is less well
known except for one of the founders of Galena Ridge
and 20 Peaks.  That person is Paul Clark, a former
Montana legislator.  Paul could have easily taken the
road to “grow” these programs and achieve national
prominence, but has chosen to stay intimately
involved in a small manageable wilderness
experience combined with a small ten bed program
for boys.  Paul has been credited for bringing the
Outward Bound model to the state of Montana.  He
has also been singled out as the developer and key
architect of Ascent Wilderness program located in
Idaho.  This past year, I have had three boys with the
program and I have been highly satisfied with the
gains these boys and families have made.  These boys
were selected because although they all struggled at
home, they presented no serious psychiatric issues or
serious behavioral problems.  

This list and discussion of top notch programs in the
state of Montana could be expanded to include many
others, like Mission Mountain, Intermountain, Elk
Creek Academy and others.  However, the point is
made.  Parents across the country and abroad look to
Montana for the best treatment they can find.
Unfortunately, only those who are in the upper socio-
economic range can afford these private pay
programs.  But then, it is a clear message that some
of the brightest and most capable parents in the
country choose Montana for their children.  That says
a lot.  Montana is in the national spotlight and what
happens in Montana may affect all states in some
ways.  However, don’t feel sorry for Montana
programs.  They have an impressive start at
providing some of the best care in the world.  The
PAARP board, in their efforts to improve programs
through licensing mandates, should take on the
physician’s oath; “Do no Harm”.  As one program
director said, “For God’s sake, regulate us, but also
for God’s sake, don’t turn the bull loose in the China
closet.”

There is only one honest impulse at

the bottom of Puritanism, and that is

the impulse to punish the man with a

superior capacity for happiness.

~ HL Mencken
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residential program for troubled kids.  Summit
provides individually focused treatment within its
consolidated “transformational” model as well as
opportunities for extensive involvement in the
Kalispell community.  Summit employs over 80 full
time employees for and generates revenue for their
area of Montana, utilizing local services and goods
which helps the community remain financially
viable.  All of this supports the entire community
including Summit.  

The designs of the buildings were well thought out
and all buildings were carefully designed for their
purpose, to work effectively with adolescents who
need good supervision and ample activities.  Ample
space was allowed for freedom of movement and at
the same time provides excellent ability to monitor
students.  The school has a great gymnasium with an
excellent fitness area, full sized classrooms, an
Olympic sized in-door swimming pool, a state of the
art kitchen, and comfortable living quarters.   Equally
important, the school is close to Kalispell, an up and
coming small Montana city with ample services that
are made available to the students.  Additionally,
Kalispell is a ski Mecca and is growing rapidly,
attracting wealth and sophistication to this part of
Montana.  Summit is close enough to Kalispell that
Summit can attract reliable and well educated staff.  

SUMMIT PREPARATORY
ACADEMY
Kalispell, Montana

Jan Johnson, Admissions Director
406 758 8100

jjohnson@summitprepschool.org
www.summitprepschool.org

Visit by Larry Stednitz, PhD, September 12, 2007

I first visited Summit Preparatory School five years
ago, and as most consultants, I waited for some time
before I would entertain referring a student to them.
Many consultants are cautious about sending
students to new schools because of the difficulty in
start-up and the inevitable changes that will occur in
the beginning of any program.

Summit Preparatory School is a non-profit
therapeutic boarding school outside of Kalispell,
Montana, caters to intellectually average to superior
boys and girls who are not reaching their potential
due to clinical issues impeding their success.  When I
first visited Summit, I saw what I believe represents
the future of these types of programs.  The physical
plant and land was developed at a cost of seven
million dollars and the result is a state of art

VViissiittss......
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The school accepts a “fairly” soft student who does not
require constant supervision and is not prone to
suicidal, assaultive or run-away behaviors.
Otherwise, the students have a wide range of
diagnoses.  All are average to superior intellectually,
with a low of 90 on standardized testing.  Due to
small classroom sizes, Summit can work with
students who have mild learning differences.
Students are accepted based on their ability to
intellectually and socially connect with others.

The model of treatment is referred to as a
Transformational model which is intended to redirect
misbehaviors more effectively and move students up
the maturity ladder.  Rick Johnson, Executive
Director, said that this treatment model is based
heavily on the combination of structure and positive
relationships.  The focus is on relationship
development which allows staff to confront
misbehaviors more effectively.  The school strives for
an equal mix which creates an environment of trust,
develops close relationships between staff and
students, assisting the students in regulating their
moods.  As time passes, these students are better able
to internalize and take on a leadership role
supporting newer students or those who are
struggling.  Relationship building and structure are
strongly supported through individual and group Continued: SUMMIT/ pg 14

therapies.  The Master-level or PhD clinician is the
lead person on the team, orchestrating the treatment
with guidance from all team members.  Summit has
a one-to-ten, therapist-to-student ratio.  

Another important treatment component is trying to
find in a child what excites him or her.  To this end,
every student is involved in some form of sport or
activity at all times.  Summit also has a strong
emphasis on art and music. These activities are not
seen as a “carrot” or reward for good behavior, but a
proactive way of engaging the students emotionally
and helping them experience positive, hopefully life-
long interest in the company of positive mentoring
adults.  The variety of activities is impressive and the
school gives the appearance of being a regular college
prep school.  The following “clubs” are but a few
examples of the rich variety of activities:  Video
production, fitness, fly fishing, rock climbing, lifeguard
training, running, SAT/ACT training, and jazz/choir.

I met with students over lunch and they were very
open, communicating well about the school.  They
were all pleased to be at Summit and felt that the
school was helpful to them.  We discussed boy/ girl
relationships and other issues that would be relevant
to any school.  They were permitted, in a limited way,
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to acknowledge that they had a girl or boy friend, but
of course the school placed clear limits on any
physical manifestation of the relationship.  The issue
became a clinical issue in the event the boy or girl
had difficulty handling even this type of relationship.
They were open and shared their reasons for being at
Summit and discussed the progress that they had
made.  Across the dining room, it sounded like any
normal high school at lunch time.  

Because the professional and life experience of a
program director tend to dictate how the school is
run, Rick and I discussed his background and
experience in detail.  We first discussed the anomaly
of Summit being a not-for-profit school which is
unusual in this industry.  Eighty percent of the
programs west of the Mississippi are for profit.  Rick
felt that being non-profit allowed him and his staff to
focus more directly on the student’s needs.  There
were also other important benefits for Summit
including the opportunity for Summit and their
Board to apply for and receive an eight million dollar
low interest loan supported by the Rural
Development entity in Montana through the
Department of Agriculture.  

Summit is a certified school, accredited by the Office
of Instruction through the State of Montana.
Because of this certification, the non-profit status
allows students from Summit to attend the Montana
colleges and universities as residents.  It also allows
Summit students to compete with other local school
districts in athletics and other competitive activities.
Currently, Summit students compete in soccer and
track and staff expects students to become
competitive in swimming as well.  Summit
Preparatory School is accredited both by the
Montana Department of Education and the
Northwest Association of Schools; is registered with
the State of Montana Board of Private Alternative
Adolescent Residential Programs; is a full member of
the National Association of Therapeutic Schools and
Programs; and is a member of the Child Welfare
League of America.

To gain a greater understanding of the man in charge
of the school, we discussed a few of Rick’s previous
experiences in the field.  Rick and his wife, Jan
Johnson, MSW, Associate Director, both graduated
from the University of Illinois in Chicago, a well
respected school for social work students.  Rick’s first
work in Montana was in Missoula as the Director of
St. Patrick’s Hospital at the inpatient facility. From
there, he was recruited to start Pathways Treatment
Center, an inpatient psych and chemical dependency
facility connected with Kalispell Regional Medical
Center, and was its first Administrative Director.  He

SUMMIT: Continued from page 13
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left due to managed care entering the field, impeding
any chance of needed treatment for the youth of the
area.  Rick later took a position working as Executive
Director at a psychiatric and chemical dependency
hospital in New Mexico where 90% of the population
was Native Americans.  This position required a
great deal of creativity to combine the typical
American medical model in substance abuse and
psychiatric services with traditional Native American
healing practices.  This three-year experience
challenged his creativity and satisfied his social work
background.  Following his experience in New
Mexico, Rick returned to Montana and became the
Head of School for Montana Academy for three years
prior to starting Summit.  

Finally we also discussed options for improving
Summit.  Rick shared that enhancing communication
with consultants is an improvement goal, since 90
percent of the students referred come from consultants.
Rick and Jan recognize the importance of the
consultant’s role in assisting parents with the stress
both prior to and during the placement of their child.
He shared that during the development of the program
he placed most of his energy on students, programming
and interfacing with the local community, and not
enough on communicating with consultants.  

Summit’s willingness to explore improved
communication with consultants (as representatives
of the parents) will enhance an already fine program,
and the best case scenario is for the broader
community of consultants to become increasingly
incorporated into Summit’s regular communications
regarding student decision making.   In addition as
part of their ongoing development, Jan will
spearhead a questionnaire that will be sent to all
Summit’s referring consultants asking how they
would like to be involved with the program and their
families.  I trust Summit Preparatory School will
continue to refine their practices of relationship
theories, integrate college prep academics and
provide life experiences which will assist students in
finding excitement and satisfaction in their lives.

Education rears disciples, imitators,

and routinists, not pioneers of new

ideas and creative geniuses. The

schools are not nurseries of progress

and improvement, but conservatories

of tradition and unvarying modes of

thought.

~ Ludwig von Mises
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whether in therapy, in the classroom or in their
residential life programming.  A student at MA
receives individual, group and family therapy.  The
emphasis on the clinical component is evident in the
program’s administrative team that consists of three
PhD’s, an MSW, an RN and two MD’s.  The seasoned
clinical team also includes another experienced
psychiatrist, Dennis Malinak.  In addition to the
clinical management team, Montana Academy also
employs six PhD’s/PsyD’s and two additional
LCSW’s.  

Montana Academy utilizes a multi-disciplinary team
approach with a clinician, teacher and team leader
responsible for ten students.  The team manages the
day-to-day interactions among student and their
participation in all aspects of the program, providing
a forum for clear communication and treatment
planning.  

Recognizing that success in academics is a key to
treatment success, Montana Academy has
emphasized their college preparatory work which
includes AP classes, foreign languages, all sciences,
music and dramatic arts.  Small classes are provided
allowing for individualized teaching and tutorial
capabilities.  Carole Santa, PhD, the Director of
Education, noted that at least 50 percent of students

MONTANA ACADEMY
Kalispell, Montana

Rosemary McKinnon, LCSW - Admissions Director
406-755-3149

rosemarym@montanaacademy.com
www.montanaacademy.com

Visit by: Larry Stednitz, PhD and Kris Karge, LCSW,
September 10, 2007

Montana Academy is located on several acres of
remote Montana land, 30 miles outside of Kalispell,
Montana.  This very special school was founded by
John Santa, PhD, his wife Carole Santa, PhD,
Rosemary McKinnon, MSW and her husband John
McKinnon, MD.  The brainstorming that gave birth
to the Montana Academy eleven years ago came out
of frustration over working in an emerging managed
care environment that severely limited length of
treatment, irregardless of the clinical needs of the
student.  

With the creation of their own program, Montana
Academy has been able to develop and enhance their
relationship based approach to understanding and
treating adolescents.  In this model, the student’s
therapeutic issues guide all aspects of interventions,
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enrolled at MA presently with learning differences
and a history of underachievement.  With the
individualized attention and organizational skills
instruction these students are able to thrive
academically at MA. 

All the students are organized into “Clans”.  They are
orientated to the school through weekly structure,
provided a place for exploring their emotions,
thought processes and life-limiting patterns, and
guided in identifying personal goals for change.  The
“Clan” provides a family-like structure where
students can experience trusting and healthy
relationships.  Each “Clan” changes psycho-
educationally as a student progresses through the
various developmental stages of the program.  The
Clans progress through the beginning orientation
(Earth Clan) through the Moon Clan which is a focus
on expression of feelings with an emphasis on
individualized treatment.  The Sun Clan centers on
relationships and is the heart of family treatment.
The Star Clan addresses goals, plans and leadership
on campus.  The Sky Clan is the final clan, focusing
on shaping future direction and having a healthy and
productive termination process with the MA
community.  The Clans meet once a week and are
organized to deliver the psycho-social curriculum.  

MA also organizes the students into teams which are
considered their pseudo families.  The students, “eat,
sleep and do most group work by teams which includes
stable adult “parental staff”. Each team also includes
the therapist, team leader and academic advisor.

This part of the country offers an abundance of
natural experiential opportunities, of which MA fully
takes advantage.  These activities include a wide
array of options such as horsemanship, hiking, skiing
and wilderness experiences.  This part of the program
is designed to provide a vehicle for added insight and
reflection, and enhances the therapeutic progress of
the student. 

A new development at MA is an improvement in their
substance abuse treatment component.  Upon
enrollment, each student is administered the SASSI,
a thorough substance history is taken and those in
need begin a 12-week educational program which
serves as an extended assessment period to further
individualize their treatment plan.  In the second
phase, students work through a 12-step oriented
workbook and participate in process groups five days
per week.  Phase three includes weekly support
groups and students attend AA meetings.  

Continued: MONTANA pg 18
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I met with three of my students during our visit to
Montana Academy.  All seemed generally happy to be
at MA and were very insightful in relaying their
issues and the progress they have made so far.  One
student had been in the program a year and had
relapsed about a month ago.  MA referred him and
two other students to a wilderness program to
emphasize the seriousness of the relapse and to get
them back on the right track.  From the reports I
received this intervention was timely and
appropriate. 

MA reviews their applications very carefully to make
sure both the child and family are a “good fit”.  They
accept students who have a wide range of
psychological and psychiatric issues. All students are
required to attend a wilderness program before
applying which helps ensure students come with
some motivation and ability to work on their issues.
Admissions requirements include an average to
above average intellectual and academic profile.
Although they provide 24-7 supervision, they are not
equipped to deal with serious runaway behavior,
significant oppositional and defiant behavior or self-
harm behavior. 

Students must have some skills in self-regulation to
benefit from the program as MA is a structured but
not a restrictive environment.  MA is committed to
maintaining cultural diversity in their student body.
In addition to careful screening of the student,
families are assessed for their willingness to
participate in the program and their commitment to
a full course of treatment for their child.  

As all high quality treatment programs, Montana
Academy knows that their work is far more complex
than a simple dose of therapy, group work, family
work, structure, etc.  They are a living example of a
group of people who have come together and are well
equipped to interpret behaviors and other subtleties
necessary to orchestrate a powerful milieu.  Montana
Academy understands that running a program is the
“Art of arts” and that all programs are a piece of work
in progress.

NNEEWW  PPEERRSSPPEECCTTIIVVEESS......
[New Perspectives schools and programs are those new to
Woodbury Reports, Inc., and are presented to expand your
knowledge, with the disclaimer that we know little more about them
at this time than what appears here. Inclusion in Places for
Struggling Teens™, of course, does not imply any endorsement by
Woodbury Reports, Inc. -Lon] 

MORNINGSIDE ACADEMIC
INSTITUTE
Newport Beach, CA 

Paul Hamblin, Director of Business Development
949-307-0683 

phamblin@morningsiderecovery.com
www.morningsiderecovery.com

As part of the Morningside Recovery program, the
Director of Education, Brendan Bickley, and the
Director of the College Program, Jana Triplett,
established the Morningside Academic Institute in
2006. Morningside Academic Institute (MAI) is an
extended care drug and alcohol residential treatment
center for young adults who are “chemically dependent
and need help beginning or continuing their college
education.”  Most residents have recently completed a
treatment program; however, for those who have not, a
30-day minimum stay at Morningside Recovery is
required. 

The priority at MAI is treatment first and school second.
Motivational Enhancement Therapy is used with the
belief that “motivational strategies mobilize the client’s
own change,” and is effective in producing change in
problem drinkers. Students attend 12-step meetings,
groups, sessions with their case manager and receive
individual therapy.

MAI assesses students upon admission to determine the
strengths and weaknesses, and reviews past transcripts
and psychological or cognitive assessments as needed. A
“Strategic Academic Action Plan” is created with
recommendations for career testing, learning disability
testing, special tutoring, skill enhancement training,
life skills training and class recommendation lists.
Students are given an individualized treatment and
academic schedule that includes their classes, meetings,
groups, etc. Students attend Orange Coast Community
College, The Art Institute, FIDM, Chapman College or
Saddleback College.

Residents reside together in a house on the beach in
southern California which has been remodeled and
equipped with wireless Internet and 24-hour
supervision. For recreation, students participate in
beach volleyball, surfing and swimming and visit local
amusement parks. During winter months, students can
go to the local mountains for skiing and snowboarding.

MONTANA: Continued from page 17

A new scientific truth does not

triumph by convincing its opponents

and making them see the light, but

rather because its opponents

eventually die out, and a new

generation grows up that is familiar

with it.
~ Max Planck
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KLEOS CHILDREN’S
COMMUNITY
Klamath Falls, Oregon

Gordon Hankins, Founder/ Executive Director
541-783-2220

info@kleos.org - www.kleos.org

Kleos Children’s Community is a faith-based,
residential childcare facility, licensed as a Foster
Care Agency by the State of Oregon. The program
opened in 1989, by its founder and Executive
Director, Gordon Hankins and his wife Vicki. Kleos
accepts children of all ages with placement occurring
in one of two ways:  privately or by the State of
Oregon. Children placed at Kleos are from “fractured
families, families destroyed, dissolved or devastated
by drugs or by parents who are incapable of coping
with the responsibility of child rearing and/ or
parents who are incarcerated or absent without
leave.”

Kleos is located on 108 acres, with several homes that
are managed and run by 24-hour a day, “house
parents” who live with the children. The sense of
community contributes greatly to the family life at
Kleos, where chores are assigned, limits are placed
and standards are held high. Meals are shared
together as a family, with one meal a day prepared in
the home to provide a “family meal-time.”  Breakfast
and lunch are served in the community-dining hall.
Currently, the number of children living per home is
limited to seven.

In the center of the ranch, a large building houses the
Chapel, Recreation Center and Riversbend Academy,
the on-site school at Kleos which is accredited by the
state of Oregon as an alternative school. Riversbend
splits into preschool, Kindergarten, 1st-5th, 6th-8th,
and 9th-12th grades. Within and between these
groups, the older students are given the opportunity
to assist the younger children with their academics.
This promotes the notion of serving others and
teaches the excitement of learning.

The ranch also consists of forestland, pastures for the
animals, a barn and a marshland bird reserve. The
ball field, volleyball court, playground, pool and
recreation center provide the children with outdoor
activities and fun. Children also have the opportunity
to travel into Klamath Falls to go bowling,
swimming, ice-skating, to the driving range, the

The most important things are the

hardest to say, because words

diminish them.          ~ Stephen King
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MARBRIDGE FOUNDATION
Manchaca, Texas

William Hoermann, Director of Admissions
Ann Passino, Admissions Coordinator

512-282-1144 ext 300
apassino@marbridge.org - www.marbridge.org

The Marbridge Foundation, a private non-profit
organization, is located on 170 acres about 12 miles
south of Austin, TX.  In 1953, when Ed and Marge
Bridges could not find a program that could meet the
needs of their son, Jim, who suffered brain damage at
birth, Marbridge started as a small working ranch for
just a few boys. The ranch quickly gained recognition
and began to grow. Today, the community they
have built at Marbridge offers three separate living
environments on one campus – two assisted living
programs and a skilled nursing facility. These
communities serve men and women 18 years and
older who have mild to moderate cognitive
impairments.  

Marbridge offers life-long living arrangements
coupled with a wide variety of training opportunities
each semester through their Abilities Centered
Training program.   Course offerings include Social
Skills, Life Skills, Money Management, Personal

Hygiene, Job Skills, Cooking, Yoga, Current Events,
Nature, Equine Therapy, Horticultural Therapy and,
of course, Special Olympics. 

The assisted living programs – both private pay – offer
differing levels of support for new residents – many of
whom come to Marbridge from public school programs.
The Village offers the highest level of independence.
Cottage living in the Village offers supervision and
support while allowing up to 67 residents to experience
as much autonomy as they are able to handle.  Many
Village residents work in the greater Austin area.
Marbridge offers transportation to residents who hold
jobs or do volunteer work in the community.  The big
news at the Village is that 14 new beds will open this
coming spring.

The Ranch can accommodate up to 81 residents in
dormitories – one for men and one for women.   Ranch
residents typically need more support, more
structure and more supervision than do the residents
of the Village. Many Ranch residents are employed on
campus.

The Villa, a skilled nursing facility, offers residents
from the Ranch and Village the opportunity for life-
time care. The Villa provides Physical Therapies,
Speech Therapy, Occupational Therapy and many more
restorative and rehab programs.  The facility can handle
up to 81 patients and accepts Medicare, Medicaid and
private insurance as well as private pay patients.

Marbridge is approved by the Texas Rehabilitation
Commission and is licensed by the Texas Department
of Aging and Disabilities.  Senior staff, led by
President Robert Fulbright brings a wide range of
experiences from human services, the business world
and non-profit management.  

Research Associate Judi Bessette, EdD gathered
information for this article from the Marbridge
website and e-mail communication with staff. 
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Continued: WILLING / pg 22

“ARE YOU WILLING?”
Tucson, Arizona

Ann Bruno, MEd, Educational Consultant
520-370-9020

brunoann1@msn.com
www.annbrunoconsulting.com

Six Ways to Solicit Participation from Parents
of an Addictive Family System

The following are steps I have found very helpful in
developing a positive and healing relationship when
working with families in crisis, either as a placement
professional or as a coach.

Find Their Pain: Ask questions of the parent
in reference to what it has been like for them
and other family members to have a
child/young adult out of control. Because it is
a family system problem, all members have
been affected and deserve attention. The
parents will usually admit that their child has
been in control of the family.

Give Them Strokes: Parents are probably
worn out emotionally and financially because
of their child’s “at risk” behaviors that may

eeXXTTEENNDDEEDD  IINNSSIIGGHHTTSS......
SAMAYA
Kaysville, Utah

Ian Feinauer, Executive/Admissions Director
801-444-9407

ian@samayartc.com - www.samayartc.com

Samaya is a new residential treatment center for
adolescent girls ages 14-17 with diagnoses and
behaviors including ADD/ADHD, struggles in school,
exhibition of self-harming behaviors such as eating
disorders and substance abuse and conflicts with
family and peers. The average length of stay at
Samaya is 10 to 12 months.  The owners of the
program are Ian D. Feinauer PhD, LMFT Executive
Director, Emily Miranda MSW, LCSW, Clinical
Director and Dan Phelps CFO.  The Program Director
is Stacey Stocking LSAC, TRS

Samaya is a Sanskirt word meaning “a commitment to
willingly enter fully into life through self-awareness,
intention and acceptance.” These concepts are
explored through individual, family, group and equine
assisted psychotherapy and daily yoga practice. In
addition, a “holistic treatment” approach of medication
management, physical fitness, an organic and whole
foods diet, recreational activities, community service
opportunities and wellness education are all part of
the healthy journey students learn while moving
through the level system or “steps” of the program.

Accredited through the Northwest Association of
Accredited Schools and operating year round,
academics are a crucial component at Samaya.
Students participate in a full rounded curriculum that
includes math, science, social studies, language arts,
foreign languages, PE, fine arts, financial literacy,
applied technology and life management.

Community service is a fundamental part of the
program, with students working with a local food
pantry, a pet adoption center and an organic nursery.
Students also participate in volunteer projects such as
Make a Wish Foundation, Special Olympics, Habitat
for Humanity, hospice care and Adopt a Highway.

Lacking guidance and discipline, and

ignorant of their moral heritage,

many American public school children

are ill prepared for real life, confused

about how to manage their personal

lives and ethically challenged. Some,

indeed, are lethally dangerous.

~Christina Hoff Sommers
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include drug and alcohol abuse, defiance,
school failure, social problems or mental health
issues. Take the stand with parents that they
have done all they know how to do to solve the
problems and are now contacting you for
solutions.

Ask the Question: After listening for a time
and you should determine how long that would
be, ask the question “Is what you are doing
working?” And then “Are you WILLING to do
what I recommend?” This will be the deciding
factor if they are committed to do something
different or if they are stuck and don’t really
want help. This may be the time to say that
you may not be the right person for them and
refer them to someone else.

Get a Commitment: After confirmation of
“yes they are willing” to take your coaching
and they do want help, then you can move
along to do what needs to be done. And that
may include a variety of interventions such as
an intervention, a placement to a specialty
program or school or family therapy. 

Provide Direction: Be direct and provide
clear instructions to parents as they would not
be calling you if they could themselves.
Working from a model of loving detachment
with an addictive child may be required.

Ask Permission: If you need to bring to light
some of the parents’ codependent behaviors
that may be hindering success, let them know
upfront that what you are about to say may
make them angry or feel uncomfortable and
ask PERMISSION to proceed. I have found
this step takes away any fear that I may have
and sets a tone of COMPASSION. It
provides a safe way to confront behaviors that
need to be highlighted in order to start the
process of doing something different.

About the Author: For the past 20 years, Ann
has worked in the private addiction treatment
field, including with nationally recognized
facilities in Tucson, AZ. She shares her
strengths from both her personal and professional
experience with recovery and is now working as
an educational consultant helping families secure
treatment options for their son or daughter.

WILLING: Continued from page 21

One of the secrets of life is to

make stepping stones out of

stumbling blocks.
~ Jack Penn
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BLISTERED HANDS AND 
SATISFIED FACES:

New Haven Parents Clean Up Rural Town

By Alex Knudsen

Every two months New Haven’s families get together for a

“Parent Weekend” in order to make contact with their

daughters, reform relationships and continue the therapeutic

process. Semi-annually the parent weekends are at an off

campus location to experience the beauties of Utah. This

September we had all of our families go to Green River, UT,

to experience the canyons of the San Rafael.  Another

important aspect we wanted families to experience was

giving back to the community of Green River, a small rural

city with large interstate demands.

The New Haven service project started in the park with a

conversation from Joni, the Executive Director of the Green

River Community Center. Joni talked to us about the

inception of the community center and the importance of

volunteers to help maintain its mission. The community

center was initiated by local parents in an effort to decrease

the number of teen pregnancies and to create a location for

local youth to recreate and spend their extra-curricular time.

Since its inception the number of unplanned teen pregnancies

in a school population of just over 100 students has dropped

from 14 in a year to 1. Joni also talked about the importance

of service in the lives of the students at the center. The

individual students often spend time participating in local

service projects to help out in the community. It was a

wonderful opportunity to share some of our time and talents

to continue the great work they have begun. The community

center has been a great success up to this point and will

continue to be due to the dedicated individuals giving of their

time and talents.

The service project specifically consisted of moving the local

thrift store from a small building on the edge of town to a

newer and larger building in the middle of town next to the

city park. The building was donated as a direct result of the

large number of volunteers that came out to help. Individuals

also helped weed local community lots, fix up the yards

around low income housing projects, write liability release

forms for the center, organize the activities and games, and

beautify the parade route. It was neat to see the dirty fingers,

blistered hands, orange bags full of trash, and satisfied faces

of those who participated. It was a joy to see all the wonderful

things that a group of people could do with a common drive

and purpose.

In all New Haven families and staff contributed over 200

people and 400 hours of service to the community over the

span of two different days. Incidentally September 6th, the

first service day of the trip, was considered the “Day of

Continued: BLISTERED pg 24
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THE HEART OF ADDICTION
By Lance M. Dodes, MD

New York:HarperCollins:2002
ISBN-10: 0060958030

ISBN-13: 978-0060958039

Reviewed by: Leon Pyle, PhD, Ashland OR
www.tandemjourney.org

Dr. Dodes, assistant clinical professor at Harvard
Medical School and past director of several well-
known addiction clinics, makes a compelling case
that the meaning of addictions of all kinds have
similar roots in feelings of helplessness. His
revolutionary thesis posits that it is an individual’s
unconscious drive to overcome the feelings of
helplessness that leads to addictive behavior. 

Simply put, Dodes’ model of addiction proposes that a
constellation of individual and environmental factors
converge to render an individual psychically helpless,
and, when under sufficient stress, he or she feels
something must be done to relieve the overwhelming
feelings of impotence. Through a combination of
factors, the individual discovers that the decision to
take some action, be it gambling, sex, drugs, alcohol
or another focus of behavior, can bring a temporary

BBOOOOKK  RREEVVIIEEWWSS......
Caring” for community centers across the state. Much of the

funding received by the community centers is dependent on

the numbers of volunteers that come out to help on that day.

We were grateful for the opportunity to be a part of the

“numbers” and contribute to a great community center in

Green River. We hope to make it an integral part of our family

weekends.

We would like to thank Joni, and all of her wonderful staff

that were so kind and accommodating to the families and staff

of New Haven.   

About the Author: Alex Knudsen has been with
New Haven for two and a half years and is a
Residential Lead Supervisor at New Haven’s
Spanish Fork campus.  Alex can be contacted at
alexk@newhavenrtc.com and 801-404-6379. New
Haven is a residential treatment center for girls
who struggle with virtually all diagnoses,
including depression, anxiety, PTSD, eating
disorders, and borderline personality disorders.
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The shocks of adult responsibility

contribute as much to making non-

learners of potential students as do

poor teachers and disordered schools.

~ James Banner, Jr. & Harold Cannon
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feeling of relief. The act is then repeated often enough
to become a compulsive behavior and eventually an
addiction.

Dodes states that addicts feel prevented from taking
the unconsciously desired action that would directly
relieve their helplessness, and learn to choose the
substitute action in its place. The problems associated
with the chosen substitute action are twofold: first,
the decision to conduct the compulsive behavior only
temporarily relieves the feeling of impotence; and,
secondly, the compulsively repeated action often has
disastrous side-effects resulting eventually in ruined
relationships, poor health, interference with effective
work and the like. 

Dodes points to the statement of many addicts that
they feel better the moment they decide to take
action, concluding that the actual act of alcohol or
substance use, gambling, etc., is secondary in
importance. He further states that it is not the focus
of addiction, such as gambling, drugs, sex, etc., that
drives the compulsive action, but rather the
individual’s internal psychological need. As evidence,
Dodes points to the ability of many addicts to readily
exchange their focus of addiction among different
drugs, sex, food or work, and other actions. 
While acknowledging that a small minority of

individuals do benefit from 12-step programs, Dodes
believes that some of the tenants of Alcoholics
Anonymous and other similar programs can actually
be harmful to persons struggling to overcome
addiction. For example, because Dodes believes that
psychological helplessness is the basis of all addictive
behaviors, he believes that asking the addict to
“admit to his or her powerlessness over addiction”
sets the person up for almost certain relapse, making
the problem even more difficult to overcome. 

Dr. Dodes’ model of addiction is seen by many,
including Dr. Howard Shaffer, the director of the
Harvard Medical School Division on Addictions, as a
much-needed breath of fresh air for both individuals
dealing with addictions and their therapists. The
Heart of Addiction is presented in a very readable
style, filled with interesting case studies, and may
represent a turning point in how addictions are
understood and dealt with.

For more information on the work of Dr. Dodes
as applied to a specific teen case, see
http://tandemjourney.org/News.asp?NewsID=7.

The dogmas of the quiet past are

inadequate to the stormy present.
~ Abraham Lincoln
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VIRTUAL SCHOOLS GROWING 
(August 17, 2007) eSchool News Online reports that
between 500,000 and one million secondary students
are enrolled in online courses.  Many of these students
were struggling in traditional classrooms but are
doing much better academics in taking online courses.

HINTON GOES TO TRIAL/ TEEN TESTIFIES 
(August 28, 2007) A weeklong trial is scheduled to
begin Monday for the Royal Gorge Academy co-
founder who faces allegations that he assaulted
several teenagers who once attended the private
boarding school. Randall Hinton, 32, is set to defend
himself against seven counts of third-degree assault
and two counts of false imprisonment. All charges
Hinton faces are misdemeanors that carry potential
jail time, if convicted. Testimony was provided
Monday by a former Royal Gorge Academy student
who described details of the alleged physical abuse he
received on the part of the boarding school’s co-
director, Randall Hinton.

HIGH MARKS FOR INDIANA BOOT CAMP 
(August 28, 2007)  Auditors gave high marks in an
independent analysis of Camp Summit, an Indiana
Boot Camp, for positive attitudes, cleanliness and
following policies and procedures.

A CRITICISM OF TEENSCREEN
(September 2007)  Michael F. Shaughnessy, a senior
columnist for EdNews.org interviewed writer, parent
and researcher Doyle Mills about TeenScreen, a
frequently used system to screen adolescents for
tendencies toward suicide and serious acting out.  The
major criticism is it has no scientific validity, mostly
creates paying clients for the Mental Health Industry,
and violates parental informed consent laws.

HINTON VERDICT
(September 1, 2007) Canon City, CO. After a six-hour
deliberation, a six-person jury found Randall Hinton
— the project manager and co-founder of the Royal
Gorge Academy boarding school — guilty of one count
each of third-degree assault and false imprisonment.
However, jurors felt there was enough reasonable
doubt to find the defendant not guilty of four other
counts of third-degree assault and one count of false
imprisonment as the weeklong trial ended late
Friday evening.

TEEN GIRLS SUICIDE RATE SPIKES
(September 7, 2007) In a report from the national
Centers for Disease Control and prevention, a report
showed that female teen suicide rates increased
dramatically from 2003 to 2004. The report also
indicated that in 2004 there were 4,599 suicides
among young people.

NNeewwss  &&  VViieewwss......
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The common idea that success spoils

people by making them vain,

egotistic and self-complacent is

erroneous; on the contrary, it makes

them, for the most part, humble,

tolerant and kind.

Failure makes people cruel and bitter.

~ W. Somerset Maugham

Continued: News & Views / pg 28

TEENS ESCAPE FROM ACADEMY
(September 20, 2007) Four children, two boys and
two girls are missing from the Gulf Coast Academy in
Lucedale. Harold Dabel, the school administrator
claimed the escape was planned, although boys and
girls are kept segregated. Gulf Coast Academy is the
most recent name for the teen boarding school. The
Rev. Herman Fountain originally founded the school
as the Bethel Children’s Home in 1988. Student riots,
runaways and charges of child abuse have plagued
the school, which was closed in 1990, and reopened as
the Bethel Boys Home. Later the name was changed
to Eagle Point Christian Academy.

TEENS UNPREPARED FOR WORKFORCE
(September 20, 2007) The America’s Promise Alliance
(the Alliance) released “Under-Equipped and
Unprepared: America’s Emerging Workforce and the
Soft Skills Gap,” which finds that America’s young
people do not have the “soft skills,” such as teamwork,
conflict resolution, communication and leadership,
that are necessary for success in the workforce.

UK VOTERS AGAINST PRIVATE EDUCATION
(September 24, 2007)  The Independent Online news
reported a poll concluding that “Only 29 percent of
people believe parents should have the right to send
their children to fee-paying schools.”  The main reason
cited was an aversion to privilege in education.

PUBLIC PAY FOR PRIVATE TUITION 
(October 1, 2007) An article in the Boston Globe
Online regarding a case before the US Supreme
Court regarding public payment for private tuition,
reported “special education students placed in
private schools at public expense has risen steadily,
from about 2,012 pupils in 1996 to 71,082 in 2005,
according to the US Department of Education.”

ONLINE CHARTERS EXPANDING IN NEVADA
(October 1, 2007) The Las Vegas Sun discussed the
rapid expansion of online charter schools in Nevada
including the entry of national companies to meet the
apparent demand from parents frustrated by the
quality of public education and concerned about
overcrowded classrooms, bullies and bored children
in remedial classes.

EIA CONCERNED ABOUT NCLB
(October 5, 2007) Steve Pines, Executive Director of
the Education Industry Association (EIA), Rockville
MD, 800-252-3280, expressed concern about a move
regarding the reauthorization of the No Child Left
Behind national education legislation to limit the role
of for-profits in contracting with public education
systems. “We simply ask Congress to allow for profit
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NEWS & VIEWS: Continued from page 27 SSeeeenn  NN’’  HHeeaarrdd......
KNIGHT HEADS WILDERNESS QUEST
(September 17, 2007) Troy Knight, MS, Executive
Director for Wilderness Quest, Monticello, UT, 
435-459-9223, announced he accepted the position of
Executive Director for the Wilderness Quest team.
Troy was the Program Director and Quality
Assurance Director for Wilderness Quest for the past
two years and has worked in the field of behavioral
health care for over 15 years. Troy holds a Masters
degree in Health Care Administration and has
specialized training in Joint Commission standards
and compliance. 

WIEGRATZ NEW ROGERS OUTREACH REP
(September 19, 2007) Rogers Memorial Hospital,
Oconomowoc, WI, 800-767-4411 x573, announced
Mary Jo Wiegratz is the new Senior National
Outreach Representative replacing Beth Baus who
left to pursue a graduate degree at Vanderbilt
University.

SUNRISE LAUDS CLINICAL TEAM
(September 23, 2007) David Prior, Executive Director
for Sunrise Academy, Hurricane, UT, 435-635-1185,
recognizes the clinical team of: Dr. Jack Hinman,
Clinical Director, Michele Peterson, licensed clinical
social worker and Brad Simpson a clinical social
worker. Prior states “Sunrise’s clinical team is in a
position of great strength”.

SCHMIDT ADMISSIONS DIRECTOR AT SUWS
(September 24, 2007) Kathy Rex, Executive Director
at SUWS Adolescent and Youth Program, Shoshone,
ID, 208-886-2565, announced Vincent Schmidt as the
new Director of Admissions. Vince began his career
as a primary therapist at a youth program in 1995.
He then joined Aspen Education Group’s Academy at
Swift River as a founding therapist, and worked his
way up to become one of the program’s clinical
managers. Vince discovered a passion for admissions,
and became the Admissions Director at a therapeutic
boarding school before joining SUWS.

NEW PROGRAM/ ACADEMIC DIRECTORS 
AT NORTHSTAR
(September 24, 2007) Sean Fievet, Executive Director
for NorthStar Center, Bend, OR, 541-385-8657,
announced Scott Fitzwater and Alice Huskey have
been named Program Director and Academic
Director, respectively. Scott once served as a Case
Manager for NorthStar, and most recently as
Program Director for SageWalk, the Wilderness
School. Alice was promoted to Academic Director
upon the retirement of Tina Linden-Levy, having
served as an Academic Instructor for four years.

and non-profit organizations to compete on equal
footing for school solutions and allow state and local
procurement officials the flexibility to choose the
partners that best meets their needs.”

KIDS UNDER AGE 14 BINGE DRINKING
(October 10, 2007) The Telegraph in the UK
announced that one in seven of people taken to the
hospital in the UK for drinking too much were under
14 years of age.

DIGITAL ‘SMART MOB’ COMING OF AGE
(October 19, 2007) The “Jena Six” protests in
Louisiana are the latest and biggest example of how
technology-spawned activism is sweeping the
country’s young people. Without obvious leaders
and based on text-messaging, blogs, etc., knowledge
and rumors are sweeping schools throughout the
country allowing group activism to flourish at almost
an instant’s notice.

...according to our theory the

people are wiser than the

government. Here the people do not

look to the government for light, for

instruction, but the government

looks to the people. The people give

law to the government... 

To entrust government with the

power of determining education

which our children shall receive is

entrusting our servant with the power

of the master. The fundamental

difference between the US and

Prussia has been overlooked by the

board of education and its

supporters.
~ Brownson
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SUNHAWKS NEW CLINICAL DIRECTOR
(September 26, 2007) Kristen Hayes,
Communications Manager for Aspen Education
Group, Cerritos, CA, 562-467-5531, announced that
David “Davee” Chandler, LCSW, has been promoted
to Clinical Director of Sunhawk Academy, St. George,
UT, 800-214-3878. Chandler has worked as a
therapist for Sunhawk since 2005. In his new role,
Chandler will direct the medical and clinical
departments, and manage program development and
implementation. 

ECHO SPRINGS TURNS 14
(September 27, 2007) Echo Springs Study Transition
Center, Bonners Ferry, ID 208-267-1111, announced
they recently passed their 14th anniversary. Echo
Springs has worked with 141 students since its
inception in 1993.

TAEKWONDO YELLOW BELTS EARNED BY OPI
(September 27, 2007) Jodi Haines Blinn, Associate
Director of Marketing for Optimum Performance
Institute, Woodland Hills, CA 818-430-1714,
announced one OPI participant and Program
Director, Katie Mikolyski, received their yellow belts
in Taekwondo from the International Taekwondo
College.

BETTON HOUSE CELEBRATES TWO YEARS
(September 28, 2007) Michael Losicco, Director of
Betton House, Scranton, PA, 877-723-8866,
announced Betton House recently completed its
second year of operation as a “sober dorm” for young
adults, 18 to 24, making the transition from
structured school, program or rehab to college.

CALO TRAINS AT VILLA SANTA MARIA
(September 28, 2007) Nicole Fuglsang, Admissions
for Change Academy Lake of the Ozarks (CALO),
Lake Ozark, MO, 866-459-1362, announced Landon
Kirk and Rob Gent, two CALO therapists, attended
an attachment and residential care special training
conducted by Dan Hughes at Villa Santa Maria in
New Mexico.

SKY VIEW ACADEMY LICENSE SUSPENDED 
(September 28, 2007) The Bureau of Services for
Child Care, Division of Child and Family Services in
Carson, NV suspended Sky View Academy’s license.
According to the Notice of Suspension, the
“suspension is in response to incidences where
children in the care of Sky View Academy
participated or experienced in sexual or physical
assault when a lack of appropriate supervision by
staff of Sky View Academy occurred.” For more

Continued: Seen N’ Heard/ pg 30

NEW ACADEMIC COMPLEX AT SANDHLL
(September 24, 2007) Linda Zimmerman, CEO of
Sandhill Child Development Center in Los Lunas,
NM, 505-866-9271, announced the Sandhill Center
recently completed construction on a new academic
complex for the 2007-08 academic year. The complex
includes three new classrooms, additional computer
lab space utilizing empirically validated A+ online
interactive technology, and a neurofeedback lab.

NEW ECKERD ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
(September 24, 2007) Tom Denham, Director of
Communications for Eckerd Youth Alternatives,
Suches, GA, 727-461-1236, announced its newly
licensed and accredited outdoor therapeutic program
and alternative school, Eckerd Academy of the Blue
Ridge, GA, held an open house for the public October
3, and opened October 8.

CARDOZA NEW PRESIDENT OF WAD
(September 25, 2007) Angela Segal, PR Director for
West Shield Investigations, Huntington Beach, CA,
800-899-8585, announced Southern California
private investigator and business owner Allen P.
Cardoza was elected as President of WAD (World
Association of Detectives) for the 2008 term. Cardoza
is President of West Shield Investigations.

THOMAS NEW ADMISSIONS AT PINE RIDGE 
(September 25, 2007) John Thomas, Admissions
Director for Pine Ridge School, Williston, VT, 
802-434-2161, announced he is the new admissions
director for Pine Ridge School, working under the
new headmaster Dana Blackhurst. Thomas also
announced the “school is entering its 40th

anniversary” with an extensive re-evaluation
resulting in progressive expansion in both physical
plant and academic programs for students with
learning differences.

BART STARR TO APPEAR AT ANASAZI GALA
(September 25, 2007) Virginia Robinson, Director of
Admissions for Anasazi Foundation, Mesa, AZ, 
800-678-3445 x109, announced Legendary NFL
quarterback Bart Starr and his wife Cherry will join
ANASAZI’s Young Leaders to receive the 2007 “Turn
for Peace” award at the Gala in November.

CORE SOLUTIONS OPERATES ONLINE
PARENT SUPPORT
(September 25, 2007) Randall Cook, Operations
Manager for Core Solutions, Winchester, CA, 
877-271-4427, announced they were chosen to operate
the new online Parent Community for Tipton Academy
located in Tipton Kansas. The new online Parent
Support Community is solely dedicated to parents who
have a child currently enrolled at Tipton Academy.
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BENCHMARK COMPLETES TRAINING
(October 8, 2007) Shelley Skaggs, Marketing and PR
for Benchmark Young Adult School, Redlands, CA,
714-963-4148, announced the Primary Counselors at
Benchmark have successfully completed the
“Coaching Young Adults in Program” course and
have obtained their International Coach Federation
(ICF) sanctioned Life Coach Certificates, specific to
coaching young adults in program. 

WOODBURY REPORTS EXPRESSES OUR
CONDOLENCES TO ETHNA HOPPER
(October 9, 2007) It is our sad duty to report that we
were just informed by Educational Consultant Peter
Sturtevant that long time Educational Consultant
Ethna Hopper’s husband, John Gordon Hopper, died
on September 26, 2007. He had a brain injury 35
years ago and had spent the rest of his life supported
and loved by his wife and children at a facility for
brain-injured adults in Charlottesville, VA. That
wonderful place is called Building a Bridge
Foundation. If anyone has any wish to donate to a
charity in memory of John, contributions may be
made to the Building a Bridge Foundation, 712 Park
Street, Charlottesville, VA, 22902.

MAUTZ JOINS PACIFIC QUEST
(October 9, 2007) Suzanne McKinney from Pacific
Quest, Hilo, HI, 808-937-5806, announced Anthony
(Toby) Mautz, MSW, is the new Counseling Director.
Toby has a BA in Sociology and a Masters Degree in
Social Work from Boston College. He worked for a
nonprofit Residential Treatment Center for two years
in the Boston area, moved to Salt Lake City where he
worked on a grant for the public school system, then
served as a primary therapist at Aspen Ranch and
Aspen Achievement Academy before becoming
Clinical Director at AAA in 2003. Most recently, Toby
served as Director of Clinical Services for an

educational consulting firm, coordin-
ating student and family treatment
services.

GROWTH AT SHORTRIDGE
(October 9, 2007) Hannah C. Mariotti,
MA, LPC, Director of Admissions and
Marketing for Shortridge Academy,
Milton, NH, 603-755-3096, announced
the completion of an extensive building
project with new classrooms, office
space, meeting rooms, art studio,
yoga/dance studio, workout room, music
room and a two story cathedral great
room. In addition, she announced that
Kay Patch, Psychiatric Nurse

Practitioner has joined Shortridge as Clinical
Director.

information contact Amber L. Vestbie, Social
Services Chief II, Division of Child and Family
Services, 4126 Technology Way, Carson City, NV
89706.

LEARNING CLINIC ACCREDITED
(October 1, 2007) Robert A. LeGary Jr., MA, Director
of Residential Services for The Learning Clinic,
Brooklyn, CT, 860-774-1037, announced The
Learning Clinic was granted accreditation by the
New England Association of Schools and Colleges
(NEASC). This status endorses their diploma and
equates their education to Connecticut and New
England non-public schools.

SOBER COLLEGE SWINGS WITH TRAPEZE
THERAPY 
(October 2, 2007) Annika Richards, Director of Public
Education for Sober College, Woodland Hills, CA,
800-465-0142, announced a new therapeutic addition
to their curriculum this month with Trapeze
Therapy. The Richie Gaona Trapeze School, located
just two miles from campus, allows individuals to
walk a high wire, jump on a large trampoline and
learn circus acrobatic skills. Many of Hollywood’s
stuntmen additionally train at Richie Gaona’s school
in preparation for an upcoming movie role.

NATUROPATH VISITS CLEARVIEW HORIZON
(October 4, 2007) Tami Gebhardt, Assistant Director
of Clearview Horizons, Heron, MT, 406-847-5850,
announced Dr. Joshi, a Naturopath doctor included
Clearview Horizon in his list of schools to visit during
his tour of Residential Programs. He met with some
of the students and shared his philosophy of health
and healing.

THOMPSON VISITS WOODBURY REPORTS
(October 5, 2007) Holly Thompson, Admissions
Director of Hyde School At
Woodstock, Woodstock, CT, 
860-963-4758, stopped by the
Woodbury Reports office to visit.

DISCOVERY SCHOOL OF
VIRGINIA FOR GIRLS
(October 7, 2007) Chris Yates,
Executive Director of the
Discovery School of Virginia,
Dillwyn, VA, 434-983-5616,
announced their girls’ program
is now open. The Discovery
School of Virginia and the
Discovery School of Virginia for
Girls serves young people who
are experiencing emotional, behavioral, and learning
problems.  

SEEN N HEARD: Continued from page 29
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attending. The key speaker was nationally
recognized expert Dr. Robert Brooks, who talked
about the phenomenon of “resilience” as a component
of adolescent development.

FFS NAMES CONSULTING PSYCHOLOGIST
(October 19, 2007) Emmanuel “Mike” Argiros,
President of the Family Foundation School, Hancock,
NY, 845-887-5213, announced that Mark P. Vogel,
PhD, Clinical Psychologist, is a new consulting
psychologist at the school. Dr. Vogel, whose practice
includes child, adolescent, and family therapy, has
worked extensively with educational institutions in
the diagnostic testing of children with emotional
problems and learning disabilities. He has taught
numerous community workshops on parent/teenage
relations and child-rearing techniques and is a
specialist in alcoholism and substance abuse. His role
at FFS will include the psychological evaluation of
new students and individual psychotherapy as
needed. The school’s previous psychological
consultant, Dr. Charles Moss, retired in September. 

OPI WELCOMES DIRECTOR OF MARKETING
(October 22, 2007) Jodi Haines Blinn, Associate
Director of Marketing for Optimum Performance
Institute, Woodland Hills, CA, 818-430-1714,
announced Sianita Calon is the new Director of
Marketing. Sianita earned a Bachelor’s degree from
the University of Southern California with majors in
Broadcast Journalism and Ethical Philosophy, and is
currently pursuing a graduate degree from California
State University, Los Angeles in Psychology and
Counseling.

NATSAP TESTIFIES TO CONGRESS
(October 10, 2007) Jan Moss, Executive Director of
the National Association of Therapeutic Schools and
Programs, Prescott, AZ, 928-443-9505, testified to
Congress in the Congressman Miller Hearings aimed
at our network. “As the numbers of kids who attempt
suicide, engage in destructive and criminal behavior,
and fail to graduate from High School rise, concerned
parents have turned to therapeutic schools and
programs. We are committed to working with
Congress, the states, other organizations, and
parents to ensure that regulations and legislation
provide for realistic and workable therapeutic
programs that meet the highest standards of care.”

MURRAY LEAVES PROVO/ CANYON CREEK
(October 10, 2007) James Murray announced his
resignation as Director of Business Development at
Provo Canyon School and the Academy at Canyon
Creek, Provo, UT, 413-268-7022. Questions regarding
either program should be directed to Brad Gerrard at
801-229-1038.

ESPLIN ADMISSIONS AT PROVO CANYON
(October 10, 2007) Susan Hawkins of Provo Canyon
School, Orem, UT, 801-852-1138, announced Brent
Esplin, LMFT is the new Admissions Director of
Provo Canyon.

CATHERINE FREER RESPONDS TO HEARINGS
(October 11, 2007) Julia Andrick, Marketing Director
for Catherine Freer Wilderness Therapy Program,
Albany, OR, 208-265-8355, responded to the House
Hearings with “We support Rep. Miller and the
Education Committee in doing what is possible to
eliminate abusive and neglectful programs. At the
same time, we believe it is important to preserve
viable options for children and families in need of
responsible and ethical therapeutic schools and
programs. Our program has consistently supported
regulations and standards for the treatment industry
and we currently hold the highest level of state
licensing and national accreditation that is available
to us today.”   

BILL LANE STOPS BY FOR A VISIT
(October 14, 2007) Bill Lane, Founder/ President of
Bill Lane & Associates, San Diego, CA, 858-488-5319,
stopped by to pick up his T-Shirt and get his picture
taken by the Woodbury Sign while in town visiting.    

VALLEY VIEW PARENTS WEEKEND
(October 17, 2007) Rick Bulger, Associate Director for
Valley View School, North Brookfield, MA, 
508-867-6505, announced that Valley View School
recently celebrated another Parent’s Weekend, with
close to 200 parents and other family members

Strength does not come from

winning. Your struggles develop

your strengths. When you go

through hardships and decide not to

surrender, that is strength.
~ Arnold Schwarzenegger
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